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Abstraet. The amino-telopeptides of type I collagen have been implicated to have a
crucial role in the events of fibril formation. The sequences have been highly
conserved in a variety of species. Several proposals have been presented to correlate
the sequence with structure and role in fibril formation, but no definite information on
telopeptide structure has been deduced. The infrared spectrum of the amide I band,
due almost entirely to the C=O stretch vibration of peptide carbonyls, has been a most
useful probe for determining the secondary structures of proteins in solution. In the
present study, the secondary structure of a synthetic rat a l ( I ) amino-telopeptide has
been investigated in aqueous solution by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FFIRS) using a 9-pass internal reflectance ZnSe prism cell. Conformational changes
were monitored as the aqueous solution was heated from 4 to 50°C by observing
changes in the frequency position. The amide I band frequency shifted by about
10 cm- 1 when the aqueous telopeptide solution was heated from 4-50 o C. Deconvolution of the amide I band showed that the major component could.be best represented
as in a random configuration at 4°C but changed to a fl sheet with fl turns around
30°C. To support these experimental data the telopeptide region was modeled using
BIOSYM/MSI software on a Silicon Graphics R-4000, XIZ graphics workstation. The
proposed telopeptide structure was energy minimized using DISCOVER CVFF
repetitive build and minimize process to reduce steric hindrance and maximize Hbonding. The potential energy surface was quite low and the conformation was
stabilized by only 3 H-bonds. This model suggests a telopeptide structure that can be
induced to assume a conformation favorable for binding during its interchain
interaction at the collagen helix cross-link (N-telopeptide) receptor domain around
collagen residue 930,
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1. Introduction
Type I collagen is the principal extracellular matrix protein of skin, tendon bone and
dentin. The main body of the molecule is the familiar triple helix structure, a compound
set of three intertwined polypeptide chain helices. All 3 chains (2 a l and one a 2 ) have the
same length and triplet G l y - X - Y repeat sequence throughout. The helix ends in each
chain are capped by short peptide extensions, called the telopeptides that do not have the
G l y - X - Y repeats. These telopeptide domains dominate the intermolecular interactions
that lead to, and stabilize, normal fibril assembly. The amino (N-)-telopeptide of the a 1 (I)
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chain consists of 16 amino acids, the carboxyl (C-)-telopeptide has 25 residues. The
telopeptide sequences vary between species, but certain sequence regions, thought to be
involved in fibril formation, are conserved 1.2
The self-assembly of type I collagen molecules into fibrils is an entropy-driven process
in which solvent is lost from the surface of the protein, allowing the non-covalent
association of monomers, minimizing the surface area/volume ratio 3.4. This process has a
negative temperature dependence and, in vitro, may be triggered by a thermally induced
specific conformational change that occurs in the a l (I) N-telopeptides. The N-telopeptide
interaction may establish both axial and azimuthal molecular orientations in the fibril 5
Proteolytically modified collagen monomers, treated to remove only the telopeptide
regions, form structurally defective fibrils. Further, excision of the telopeptides also leads
to changes in the lag period as seen in thermally induced fibrillogenesis experiments 6,
suggesting that significant events involving the telopeptides take place during the lag
phase. These data imply that the non-helical ends of collagen may be involved with fibril
nucleation. Analysis of the activation energy for fibril formation of atelopeptide collagen
compared to the non-modified collagen shows that the activation energy for fibril
formation is lower for non-treated collagens. Helseth et al 7 showed that the al(I)-Ntelopeptide undergoes a temperature-dependent transition to a unique conformation
essential for nucleation and subsequent fibril growth.
The secondary and tertiary structures of telopeptides have not been established
although models have been proposed based on mathematical calculations. Using the
Chou-Fasman method s, Helseth and Veis 9 proposed the amino terminal telopeptide to
exist as aft sheet with a hairpin typefl turn stabilized by several H-bonds. Later NMR and
CD data by Otter et al showed this exact proposal to be unlikely due to the presence of
only one H bond and not the H bond network required for a hairpin turn 10. Other less
structured models such as those proposed by Jones et allX and Vitigliano et a112 also
lacked agreement with the data of Otter et al 1o although the Vitigliano model accounted
for intramolecular interactions that may occur with the other N-telopeptides of a l and a 2
chains in the same collagen monomer. The a2-N telopeptide is shorter than the a l chain
and NMR data of Lui et al L3 showed that it may exist with a fl turn, making interaction
with the other chains difficult.
Self-assembly of native monomers into 4D staggered filaments in vitro is clearly the
result of very specific, but very subtle interactions and conformational changes occurring
in the lag phase. To see such changes in peptide conformation very sensitive methods
such as Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIRS) must be used. The Fourier
Transform method allows for simultaneous accumulation of information over the whole
frequency range, shortening the time required for accumulation of scans and leading to a
better signal to noise ratio. This is essential for understanding the changes taking place
during a dynamic reaction. Fourier Transform analysis of the IR spectrum also permits
broad amide bands to be resolved into underlying component bands through
deconvolution algorithms and subtraction techniques. These advantages make FTIRS a
very useful tool to study protein conformation since the various structures, a-helix,
fl-sheet, fl-turns and random coil chain have been shown to have characteristic IR active
frequencies.
The objective of this study was to examine the structure of the rat al(I)-N-telopeptide
domain by FTIRS and by Molecular Modeling. This modeling did not consider the
possibility of telopeptide intramolecular interaction and only includes data from the
sequence of the rat a 1(I) N-telopeptide.
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2. Experimental methods

2.1 Synthetic al(I)-N-telopeptides
The rat al(I)-N-telopeptide, having the 16 amino acid sequence pGlu-Met-Ser-TyrGly-Tyr-Asp-Glu-Lys-Ser-Ala-Gly-Val-Ala-Val-Pro, was synthesized and then
purified 14. Samples were dissolved in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4.

2.2 FTIRS
The IR active vibrational bands of particular groups in polypeptide chains are often not
independent and may be strongly coupled 'to other groups. These interactions make
interpreting a spectrum a difficult and complex problem. Water strongly absorbs and
often obscures areas of interest in proteins and peptides. FTIRS techniques allow the
subtraction of background, separation of overlapping bands and analysis of complex
multicomponent spectra by "pattern recognition" procedures 4. The vibrational mode most
useful for studying protein secondary structure is the amide I, representing the stretching
vibrations of the C=O groups in peptide linkages. These are coupled to N-H bending and
C-N stretching, producing several IR bands between 1600 and 1700 cm -115
An Analect FX6260 FTIR spectrometer was set to one scan per second at a 4 cm-1
resolution with the signal gain set at 2. A thermally jacketed ZnSe nine-pass internal
reflectance crystal was used to examine the N-telopeptide spectrum within + 0. I°C in a
controlled temperature environmerit. The buffer spectrum was subtracted out from the
total spectrum to obtain a telopeptide spectrum. The OH band of the water solvent at the
same temperature was removed by the "Autosubtract Option" to expose the underlying
amide I band of the peptide. The peptide spectrum was deconvoluted by the Analect
algorithm and then optimized using an apodization function.
The spectra of the amide I, II and III band regions were collected as the telopeptide
solutions were heated from 4°C to 50°C.

2.3 Molecular modeling
A Silicon Graphics Indigo2 R-4000 with X/Z graphics workstation loaded with BIOSYM/
MSI software was used. Builder and Biopolymer modules were used to build the extended
structure of the telopeptide with a type I fl turn between residues Asp7 and Serl0. The
structure was minimized using the Discover module and CVFF (consistent valence force
field) for 10,000 iterations twice to minimize steric hindrance and maximize hydrogen
bonding.
Measurement command was used to determine H-bonds of length 3-5A and below.
Again using Builder and Biopolymer, the triple helix domain containing the Hyl 930 that
cross-links with the N-telopeptide (Lys9) was modeled using the psi (~0) and phi (¢p)
angles reported by Tumanyan et a116 for the two a l chains and the a2 chain of type I
collagen.
3. Results

3.1 FTIRS
It is well established that the protein amide I, amide II and amide III vibrational modes
correlate with protein structure 17.18.Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the telopeptide of the
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Figure 1. FUR absorption spectrum of synthetic a l (I)-N-telopeptide at 1 mg/ml,
pH 7.4, 4°C in phosphate buffer. The numerals represent the frequency in cm-l of
amide I, II and III bands at maximum intensity.
a l (I) collagen in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 at 4°C. There is a strong amide I complex
of bands with maximum around 1648 cm -1, a strong amide II complex at 1555 cm -1 and a
set of weak bands centered around 1263 cm -1 representing the amide III vibrational
modes.
In this paper only the correlation of the secondary structure based on the amide I and
III bands will be discussed. The amide I band frequency near 1648 cm -1 would be
expected for proteins with secondary structures of largely random nature. The amide III
mode shows a poorly resolved band in the region 1 2 4 0 - 1 2 6 0 c m -1 indicating the
coexistence of multiple secondary conformations. The amide III mode is sensitive to both
side-chain composition and backbone conformation and therefore must be used with
caution in characterizing peptide structure. The changes observed in the non-deconvolved
peaks for the amide I, II and III spectra as a function of temperature are shown in table I.
There is a remarkable shift (= 9 cm -1) in the amide I maximum to a lower frequency with
temperature over the 4°-50°C range. The amide III band maximum also moves to a lower
frequency upon increasing the temperature. This pattern of shifting is entirely different
from that observed earlier for lathyritic collagen as it was denatured ~9. The amide I region
was deconvolved by an algorithm developed by Kauppinen et a12°'21 The deconvolution
was optimized by adjusting the mean value of the half-width at half-height for all band
components (tx), and the resolution factor (K). The deconvolved telopeptide spectrum at
4°C reveals that the broad amide I contour is composed of at least 5 bands, at 1694, 1670,
1651, 1640, and 1624 cm -1 (figure 2). Table 2 lists the frequencies of the deconvolved
amide I bands and their tentative assignments at 4°C, based on values obtained
from literature. As the aqueous solution of the telopeptide was heated to 26°C there was
a gradual decrease in the amide I band to 1638-3 cm -~ and a sharp decrease in the amide
III frequency to 1244-3 cm -1 (table 1). The deconvolved spectrum is shown in
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Table 1. Change in frequency of amide bands of telopeptide in solution as a function
of temperature.
Temperature (°C)

Amide I (cm-1)

4
10
15
20
22
24
26
30
34
40
50

Amide II (cm-l)

1648.6
1648.3
1648-9
1644.7
1644-1
1644-7
1638.3
1637
1634-4
1639,6
1639.6

Amide Ill (cm-1)

1554.6
1554.6
1556
1550.8
1550.8
1550-8
1549.5
1550.8
1547
1548.2
1547

1266
1266.5
1266.9
1250
1244-5
1244.5
1244.3
1231.6
1244.5
1261.2
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Figure 2. Deconvolved spectra of the amide I absorption band of synthetic a l (I)-Ntelopeptide at 4°C. Deconvolution parameters are mentioned in the text.

figure 3. By 34°C the amide I band maximum had shifted to 1634.4 cm -1 (table 1). The
deconvolved spectrum at 34°C (figure 4) still showed an intense peak at 1645 cm -1, but
was accompanied by an increase in intensity at 1695 cm -1, a band normally associated
with the presence offl-tums. On further heating the sample to 50°C there is a steady loss
of the secondary structural features.

3.2 Molecular modeling
Figure 5 shows the results of the modeling of the type I collagen triple helix receptor
domain and the N-telopeptide ( a l chains-green, a 2 chain-purple). Figure 6 shows the
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Figure 3. Deconvolved spectra of the amide I absorption band of synthetic a 1 (I)-Ntelopeptide at 26°C. Deconvolution parameters are mentioned in the text.
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Figure 4. Deconvolved spectra of the amide I absorption band of synthetic a 1 (1)-Ntelopeptide at 34°C. Deconvolution parameters are mentioned in the text.
non-covalent bonding in the minimized a l ( I ) N-telopeptide. A hydrogen bond of 2.87/~
length joins Asp7 C=O to Serl0 N-H. Modeling of the telopeptide in very low dielectric
medium indicates there is a non-covhlent bond stabilizing the structure with a type I fl
turn. In an aqueous environment the telopeptide may be more flexible. A charge-charge

Figure 5. Molecular modeling of the type I collagen triple helix receptor domain residues 925-939 and the,N-telopeptide
(al chains in green and a2 chains in purple).
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Figure 6. Molecular modeling of the rat al (I)-N-telopeptide in very low dielectric
medium demonstrates three hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bonds join Asp 7 CO-Ser
10 NH (2.87/~), Tyr 50H-Glyl0 CO (3.52A) and Tyr 40H-Serl3 NH (2.51A).
interaction (salt-bridge) between side chains Glu8 and Lys9 indicates the fl turn must be
of the type I category 10
4. Discussion

Studies concerning the events of collagen fibril formation have stressed the role of the
extra helical extensions of the collagen molecule in the process. Physicochemical and
electron microscopic observations of fibrillogenesis of native and atelopeptide-collagen
indicates that the N-telopeptide may be involved in directing the linear arrangement of the
collagen molecules, whereas the carboxyl-terminal telopeptides may have a more
prominent role in directing lateral alignment 22. Recent studies have shown that a
conformational change within the collagen molecule may be necessary for the induction
of collagen fibril formation 4. Interaction with collagen takes place only when the
telopeptide appears to be in an "activated state".
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Analysis of the telopeptide sequence by Chou-Fasman conformation prediction
methods resulted in a postulation of the possible tertiary structures of both N- and Ctelopeptides as well as a hypothesis for the model for their interaction with collagen helix
region receptors. Infrared spectroscopy reports directly on the nature of hydrogen bonding
involving C=O and N-H moieties and has proven sensitive in detecting even subtle
changes in the secondary structure of proteins and polypeptides. The amide I band in
protein spectra represents the vibrations of the amide carbonyl groups 17,19. Table 1 shows
a decrease in the frequency of the maximum of the a 1(I)-N-telopeptide amide I band from
1648-6 to 1639.6 cm-1 with increasing temperature. This shift of frequency can be
interpreted as due to the strengthening of C=O related hydrogen bonding. The native
spectrum at 4°C, showing the amide I band maximum near 1648 cm-1, would be
consistent with a secondary structure of largely random nature (figure i). Upon
deconvoluting the original spectr3am five bands were r~vealed with frequencies of 1694,
1670, 1651, 1640 and 1624 cm-1. Based on the literature values, these strong bands can
be assigned to various secondary structural features as provided in table 2. In
concanavalin A the band at 1624 represents an unusual fl-sheet structure and it probably
arises from a distorted fl strand 23. This suggests that the telopeptide undergoes a
strengthening of the hydrogen bonding as the temperature is raised from 4°C. The
characteristic band of an unordered conformation in the amide I region can be assigned to
the band located at 1650 cm-1. A low amide I frequency of 1648 cm-1 when compared
with the collagen spectra 19 suggests that the carbonyls are involved in a strong hydrogen
bonding. A prominent random-coil to fl-sheet transition was observed upon heating the
aqueous solution of the telopeptide. For a fl type structure stabilized by intramolecular
hydrogen bonding the characteristic amide I frequency is around 1635 cm-1. The
remarkable change in intensity of the 1640 cm-1 band when compared with the 1656 cm-1
(figure 3) demonstrates that there is a change in the conformation of the telopeptide at
26°C. This is the temperature at which the process of nucleation is initiated for collagen
fibrillogenesis. This conformational change could be a change in secondary structure from
a random-coil to a fl sheet. As seen from table 1 the fl structure is perfected around 34°C.
Along with the formation of the fl sheet there is the appearance of an intense band at
1695 cm-1 (figure 4). The calculated amide I modes for a type I fl turn are around
1695 cm-124. IR bands with frequencies greater than 1690 cm-~ have been associated with
fl turns from theoretical and experimental studies. Hence the shoulder at 1699.5 cm-~
originates from aft turn component. The fl turn present in the amino telopeptide is a type I
fl turn, with an internal hydrogen bond between the C=O group of residue I and the N-H
group of residue 4 of the turn. The standard form of a type II turn requires a glycine
residue at the third position 25.

Table 2. Deconvolved amide I band frequencies
(cm-~) and assignments for telopeptides at 4°C.
Frequency

Assignments

1694
1670

Turns
fl sheet
Random-coil
fl sheet
fl sheet

1651

1640
1624
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The self-assembly of type I collagen involves the N-telopeptide domain of one
monomer cross-linking with the helical region of a second monomer in an endothermic,
entropy driven process. This process of fibril formation may be triggered by
conformational changes in the extrahelical peptides that promote intermolecular
association, lower the activation energy of nucleation and lead to subsequent fibril
growth. Lys9 of the ctl(I) N-telopeptide interacts with the Lys930 of the helix region on
another molecule to establish a 4D-overlapped intermolecular registration (D = 234
residues). Important features of this a l ( I ) N-telopeptide conformation are the location of
Lys9 in a conformation that makes it a substrate for oxidative deamination after fibril
assembly, and the conformation of the adjacent sequences that permit docking of the
telopeptide correctly along the helix receptor region. The fl turn including the Lys9 is a
good substrate conformation for hydroxylation. The hydrophobic sequence along the most
N-terminal part of the telopeptide is also turned back so that it can interact with the
hydrophobic residues C-terminal to the Lys 930 of the a l ( I ) helix 7. The relatively
random, weakly H-bonded N-terminal sequence of the free, non-interacted telopeptide
probably permits the ready assumption of a more structured (induced fit) conformation in
that sequence upon interaction with the helix receptor domain. The alpha 2 N-telopeptide
also contains a lysine, but it is not surrounded by hydrophobic residues and is shorter than
the alpha 1 telopeptides (figure 5). It is too short to form a beta sheet with a beta turn, but
the noninteractive telopeptide may be important in determining azimuthal order.
The fl-turn model proposed here suggests a telopeptide structure favorable for
interchain interaction and registration at the cross-link receptor helix domain because of
its N-terminal chain flexibility and chain orientation. The fl-turn with Lys9 at a corner is
also, favorable for oxidative deamination of the Lys9 and its subsequent cross-linking
with Lys930 on the collagen backbone.
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